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Abstract
In this paper, some new properties of the equality constrained and weighted least squares
problem (WLSE) min kW1=2.Kx − g/k2 subject to Lx D h are obtained. We derive a per-
turbation bound based on an unconstrained least squares problem and deduce some equivalent
formulae for the projectors of this unconstrained LS problem. We also present a new way to
compute the minimum norm solution xWLSE of the WLSE problem by using the QR decom-
position of the corresponding matrices and propose an algorithm to compute xWLSE using the
QR factorizations. Some numerical examples are provided to compare different methods for
solving the WLSE problem. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we will use the following notation. Cmn .Rmn/ is the set of m  n
matrices with complex (real) entries, Cmnr is a subset of Cmn in which any matrix
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has rank r , Cm .Rm/ D Cm1 .Rm1/. Im denotes the identity matrix of order m,
0mn is the m  n matrix with zero entries (if no confusion occurs, we will omit
the subscript), and k  k  k  k2 is the Euclidean vector norm or the spectral matrix
norm. For any matrix A 2 Cmnr , AC is the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of A, AT
is the transpose of A, AH is the conjugate transpose of A, rank.A/ is the rank of A
and R.A/ is the range of A:
Consider the following equality constrained and weighted least squares (WLSE)
problem:
min
x2S kW
1=2.Kx − g/k with S D fx 2 CnV Lx D hg; (1.1)
where L 2 Cm1n, K 2 Cm2n, h 2 Cm1 and g 2 Cm2 are given, and W D diag.w1;
: : : ; wm2/ > 0 is a given weight matrix. If h 62 R.L/, then the set S is defined in the
least squares sense, that is,
S D

x 2 Cn V kLx − hk D min
y2Cn kLy − hk

:
We take
W 1=2 D diag.w1=21 ; : : : ; w1=2m2 /:
Notice that for other kinds of choices of W 1=2, the problem may be unstable.
Any solution x to the WLSE problem (1.1) has the form [34,35]
x D LC
W 1=2K
h C .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2g C P.I − .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2KP/z (1.2)
for any n-vector z and the minimum norm solution xWLSE has the form
xWLSE D LCW 1=2Kh C .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2g; (1.3)
in which
P D I − LCL; LC
W 1=2K
D .I − .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2K/LCI (1.4)
that is, P is the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of L and LC
W 1=2K
is the weight-
ed pseudoinverse of L.
The WLSE problem has been extensively studied for W D Im2 , and for a general
positive diagonal weight matrix W , see the listed references for details. It has been
observed e.g. [6,13,34] that (1.1) is equivalent to the following augmented linear
system:
T
0@12
x
1A D
0@hg
0
1A with T D
0@ 0 0 L0 W−1 K
LH KH 0
1A ; (1.5)
where 1 is the Lagrange vector and W−12 is the residual. By a direct calculation
of the four Moore–Penrose conditions [3], it can be verified that the Moore–Penrose
pseudoinverse of T is
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T CD
0BBB@
.KLC
W 1=2K
/HWKLC
W 1=2K
−.WKLC
W 1=2K
/H
−WKLC
W 1=2K
W.I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/
LC
W 1=2K
.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2
.LC
W 1=2K
/H
W 1=2.W 1=2KP/CH
−.W 1=2KP/C.W 1=2KP/CH
1CCA ; (1.6)
and we have T T C D T CT D diag.LLC; I; LCL C .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2KP/. From
(1.5) and (1.6), we can also obtain formula (1.2) for any WLSE solution x.
Let
L 2 Rm1np and A D

L
K

2 Rmnr ;
where m D m1 C m2. When p D m1 and r D n, that is, when L has a full row rank
and A has a full column rank, Refs. [13] and [18], respectively, provide perturba-
tion analysis for the WLSE solution with different weight matrices W using the
augmented linear system (1.5).
Several methods have been proposed for computing the WLSE solution, when
p D m1 and r D n.
First one is the null space method based on the formulae in (1.3) and (1.4) (see
e.g., [21]):
PL D .RL; 0/
m1;n−m1
H; W 1=2KH D .K1;K2/
m1;n−m1
;
y1 D PR−1L h; y2 D KC2 .W 1=2g − K1y1/; xWLSE D H

y1
y2

; (1.7)
in which H is an orthogonal matrix, RL is a lower triangular nonsingular matrix, and
P is a permutation matrix.
Another one is to solve a weighted least squares problem [1,2,17,25,31]:
min
x. /2Cn
∥∥∥∥ LW 1=2K

x./ −

h
W 1=2g
∥∥∥∥ : (1.8)
When  ! C1, the LS solution x./ of (1.8) tends to the WLSE solution xWLSE of
(1.1) (in [1,2,31], W D Im2 ).
The authors of [6,18] provide a modified QR decomposition of A to compute
xWLSE, respectively, with different weight matrices W ,
AP D Q

R
0

; Q D

Q11 0
Q21 Q22

m1; m2
m1
m2
; (1.9)
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with R the upper-triangular and nonsingular, Q the nonsingular and Q22W−1QT22 D
W−1 (in [6] W D Im2 ).
One can also compute xWLSE based on the generalized singular value decompo-
sition (GSVD) of the matrix A.W/ [24,30]:
A.W/ D

L
W 1=2K

D

U1
U2

D1
D2

X; (1.10)
in which U1 and U2 are the orthogonal matrices, X is an invertible matrix, and D1,
D2 are the diagonal matrices.
The author of [23] treats the generalized least squares problem as an LSE problem
and uses a dual approach.
In the case that L 2 Cm1np and A 2 Cmnr with p 6 m1 and r 6 n, Wei [34,35]
provides a perturbation analysis for the WLSE problem using the augmented linear
system (1.5), derives some algebraic properties, and shows that WLSE solutions can
be computed based on the weighted least squares problem (1.8), or based on the
GSVD of A as in (1.10). Notice that in this case one can also compute xWLSE using
the null space method, as in (1.7), where one needs to replace R−1L by RCL .
Ding [11] studies the LSE problem by directly discussing the solutions of (1.1)
and by using an idea of projection of a point onto linear manifold [9,10]. Ding and
Huang [12] study the LSE problem from an equivalent system of consistent linear
equations and by using the idea of projection of a point onto linear manifold.
Another important direction for studying the WLS and WLSE problems is the
stability of the problems when the diagonal elements of the weight matrix W vary
widely in size. Such a situation occurs when solving the WLSE problem by the
method of weighting [1,2,31], or solving the constrained optimization problems by
interior point methods.
The authors of [15,22,29,36,37] study the supremum of weighted pseudoinverses
and weighted and constrained pseudoinverses, Wei [36,37] studies the stability of
weighted pseudoinverses, and weighted and constrained pseudoinverses. The authors
of [32, 39] then derive upper perturbation bounds of the WLS and WLSE problems
using the results for studying the supremum of weighted pseudoinverses.
In this paper, we derive some new properties of the WLSE problem which have
not been observed in the literature, based on an unconstrained LS problem. We de-
duce some relations between different projectors and provide a perturbation analysis
based on this LS problem. We also show that xWLSE can also be computed using the
QR decomposition of the matrix A.W/.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe some preliminary
results and derive some relations between different projectors; in Section 3, we derive
the perturbation bounds of the WLSE solutions based on the unconstrained least
squares problem; in Section 4, we propose and discuss a method to compute xWLSE
using the QR decomposition; in Section 5, we provide some numerical examples to
verify the results obtained in this paper; in Section 6, we conclude the paper with
some remarks.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we will show that the WLSE problem (1.1) is equivalent to an
unconstrained least squares problem, as mentioned in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let L; K; h; g and W be given in .1:1/. Let
A D

L
K

and bA D  L
WKP.WKP/CK

: (2.1)
Then, bAC D .LC
W 1=2K
; .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/; (2.2)
and
bACbADbACA
DACA
DLCL C .KP/CKP
DLCL C .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2KP: (2.3)
So, the WLSE problem (1.1) and the following unconstrained LS problem
min
x2Cn kbAx − bk with b D

h
g

(2.4)
are equivalent.
Proof. Eq. (2.2) is proved in [21, Theorem (20.31)] for W2 D I and is proved in
[37, Lemma 3.1] for W being a positive diagonal matrix.
We now prove (2.3). Define W./ D diag.Im1 ;W/ with  > 0 and let the QRD
of A be A D QR. Then, we obtain that
T.W./1=2A/CW./1=2UTW./A.W./A/CAU
D RC.QH W./Q/−1QH W./2Q.QH W./2Q/−1QH W./QR
D RCR D ACA;
T.W./1=2A/CW./1=2UA D RC.QH W./Q/−1QH W./QR D ACA:
Owing to the proof of [37, Lemma 3.1], .W./1=2A/CW./1=2 ! bAC for  !
C1. So, by taking limits in the above identities, we obtainbACbA D bACA D ACA: (2.5)
Furthermore, from the expression bAC in (2.2), we have
bACADLC
W 1=2K
L C .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2K
DLCL C .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2KP:
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As the identities in (2.5) are independent of W , we immediately have
.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2KP D .KP/CKP;
proving (2.3). So, from (1.2) and (2.3), the solution sets of (1.1) and (2.4) are equal.

Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.1 shows that the orthogonal projector bACbA is independent
of the weight matrix W . Notice that projectors AbAC, AAC and bAbAC are in general
different. It can be shown that
bAbAC D LLC 00 WK.WKP/C

;
(2.6)
AbAC D  LLC 0
.I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/KLC K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2

:
3. Perturbation bounds for the WLSE problem
In the case that rank.L/ D m1 and rank.A/ D n, the authors of [13,18] provide
perturbation bounds for the LSE and WLSE problems, respectively, based on the
augmented system (1.5) and (1.6). Wei [35] extends the result in [13] to the rank de-
ficient case, also based on (1.5) and (1.6). Ding [11] and Ding and Huang [12] derive
perturbation analysis of the LSE using different ideas and the idea of projection of a
point onto a linear manifold [9,10].
In this section, we will provide perturbation bounds for the WLSE problem based
on the equivalent LS problem (2.4).
Let L0 D L C L, K 0 D K C K , W 0 D W C W > 0, h0 D h C h and g0 D g C
g be perturbed versions of L, K , W , h and g; respectively, P 0 D I − L0CL0,
A0 D

L0
K 0

; bA0 D  L0
W 0K 0P 0.W 0K 0P 0/CK 0

; b0 D

h0
g0

(3.1)
such that
rank.L/ D rank.L0/ D p 6 m1 and rank.A/ D rank.A0/ D r 6 n: (3.2)
Then, according to Theorem 2.1, the solution set of the perturbed WLSE problem
min
x2S 0
kW 01=2.K 0x − g0/k (1.1a)
with
S0 D fx V kL0x − h0k D min
y2Cn kL
0y − h0kg; (1.1b)
is
S0 D fx D bA0Cb0 C .I − A0CA0/z V z 2 Cnarbitraryg:
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To obtain the perturbation bounds for the WLSE problem based on the uncon-
strained LS problem (2.4), we need the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Let L;K;W; h and g be given in .1:1/ and let A; bA and b be as in
.2:1/{.2:4/. Let A0; bA0; W 0 and b0 be the perturbed versions of the corresponding
matrices and vectors satisfying .3:2/. If h 2 R.L/; then
bA0C.I − AbAC/bD.W 01=2K 0P 0/CW 01=2.I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2b
D.W 01=2K 0P 0/CW 01=2b; (3.3)
in whichb D g − KxWLSE D .I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2.g − KLCh/ is the residu-
al.
Proof. Notice that from Theorem 2.2, I − AbAC is a projector. h 2 R.L/ implies
that h − LxWLSE D 0. Then, from (2.6) and (2.3), we obtain
.W 01=2K 0P 0/CW 01=2b
D bA0C.I − AbAC/b
D bA0C.I − AbAC/2b
D bA0C.I − AbAC/ 0
g − KxWLSE

D bA0C  0
.I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/.g − KxWLSE/

D .W 01=2K 0P 0/CW 01=2.I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/b: 
We now state the main results of this section.
Theorem 3.1. Under the notation and conditions in Lemma 3:1; denote xWLSE D
x 0WLSE − xWLSE. Then
kxWLSEk6kbACk.kbk C kAkkxWLSEk/ C rnkACkkAkkxWLSEk
C
h
kW−1Wkk.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2k C .kKk
C kLkkKLCk/kWkk.W 1=2KP/Ck2
i
kbk
C O.kLk2 C kKk2 C kWk2/; (3.4)
in which rn D 0 for r D n and rn D 1 for r < n.
Proof. In the perturbation analysis, we use the following decomposition of bA0C −bAC obtained by using (2.4) and the Moore–Penrose conditions for bAC:
bA0C − bACDbA0C.I − A0bAC/ − .I − bA0CA0/bAC
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DbA0C.I − .A C A/bAC/ − .I − A0CA0/ACAbAC: (3.5)
By combining (3.3) and (3.5), we obtain
xWLSE DbA0Cb0 − bACb
DbA0Cb C .bA0C − bAC/b
DbA0C.b − AxWLSE/ − .I − A0CA0/ACAxWLSE
C .W 01=2K 0P 0/CW 01=2.I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/b: (3.6)
Notice that
P 0.P 0 − P/ D .I − L0CL0/LH LCH
and
.WKP/H .I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/ D 0:
So
k.W 01=2K 0P 0/CW 01=2.I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/bk
D
∥∥∥.P 0K 0HW 0K 0P 0/C hP 0K 0HW 0W 0−1W
C P 0KH W C P 0.P 0 − P/KH W
i
.I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/b∥∥∥
6
h
kW 0−1Wkk.W 01=2K 0P 0/CW 01=2k
C .kKk C kLkkKLCk/kWkk.W 01=2K 0P 0/Ck2
i
kbk: (3.7)
Here, we have used the identity .I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/b Db from Lemma 3.1.
Furthermore, we have
k.I − A0CA0/ACAk D 0 for r D n;
(3.8)
k.I − A0CA0/ACAk 6 kAkkACk for r < n:
Taking norms in both sides of (3.6) and substituting (3.7) and (3.8) into it, we obtain
the desired estimate in (3.4) by applying the continuity of bA0C and .W 01=2K 0P 0/C
W 01=2. 
Theorem 3.2. Under the notation and conditions in Theorem 3:1; if, furthermore,
r < n; then, for any WLSE solution x of .1:1/;
x D bACb C .I − ACA/z; (3.9)
there exists a WLSE solution x 0 of .1:1a/–(1.1b) such that with x D x 0 − x;
kxk6kbACk.kbk C kAkkxWLSEk/ C kACkkAkkx − xWLSEk
C
h
kW−1Wkk.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2k
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C.kKk C kLkkKLCk/kWkk.W 1=2KP/Ck2
i
kbk
CO.kLk2 C kKk2 C kWk2/; (3.10)
and vice versa.
Proof. For any WLSE solution x of (1.1) of form (3.9), let x 0 be of the form
x 0 D bA0Cb0 C .I − A0CA0/.xWLSE C .I − ACA/z/: (3.11)
Then, x 0 is a WLSE solution of (1.1a)–(1.1b), and by combining (3.9) and (3.11)
with (3.6), we have that
xDbA0C.b − AxWLSE/ − A0CA0.I − ACA/z
C .W 01=2K 0P 0/CW 01=2.I − K.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2/b: (3.12)
From this identity, (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain the desired estimate in (3.10). By inter-
changing the roles of x and x 0, the reverse is also true. 
Remark 3.1. When m2 D r − p, then W 1=2KP is of full row rank, and so .W 1=2
KP/CW 1=2 D .KP/C. Therefore, in the estimates in (3.4) and (3.10), we can re-
place W and W 0 by Im2 .
Remark 3.2. When W and W 0 range over the set DC of all positive diagonal ma-
trices, the authors of [15,22,29,36,37] show that supW2DCkbACk < C1; and Wei
[36,37] gives a necessary and sufficient condition under which supW 02DCkbA0Ck <C1. When kAk ! 0, kbk ! 0 and kWk ! 0, we can derive conditions under
which kxWLSEk ! 0, uniformly independent of the choice of W; based on (3.6)
and (3.12). This problem is discussed in a separate paper [39]. Notice that when
W ranges over DC; kk is bounded but kWkk.W 1=2KP/Ck2 is unbounded. In this
case, we need to use the estimates provided in [39]. In this paper, we assume that W
is fixed in such a way that the WLSE problem (1.1) is well conditioned.
4. Computing the minimum norm WLSE solution using QR decomposition
Wei and Chen [38] point out that the minimum 2-norm LSE solution xLSE of (1.1)
with W D Im2 can be computed by using the QR decomposition. In this section, we
show that xWLSE can be computed by using the QR decomposition. We only discuss
the case that A and b are real. Extension to the complex case is straightforward.
Theorem 4.1. Let L 2 Rm1np ; K 2 Rmn; W D diag.w1; : : : ; wm2/ > 0; h 2 Rm1
and g 2 Rm2 be given. Let m D m1 C m2;
A D

L
K

2 Rmnr ; A.W/ D

L
W 1=2K

2 Rmnr :
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Let an orthogonal decomposition of A.W/ be
A.W/ D

L
W 1=2K

D Q

R
0

D Q1R; Q1 D

Q11
Q21

m1
m2
; (4.1)
in which QTQ D Im;Q1 is the submatrix of the first r columns of Q and R is of full
row rank r . Then,bAC D RC.QC11; .I − QC11Q11/QT21W 1=2/ (4.2)
and the minimum norm WLSE solution has the form
xWLSE DRC.QC11h C .I − QC11Q11/QT21W 1=2g/
DRC.QT21W 1=2g C QC11.h − Q11QT21W 1=2g//: (4.3)
Proof. From (2.2)–(2.4), we need to prove that
RCQC11 D LCW 1=2K; (4.4)
RC.I − QC11Q11/QT21W 1=2 D .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2:
Define
Y D
0B@.Q21Q
C
11/
TQ21Q
C
11 −.W 1=2Q21QC11/T
−W 1=2Q21QC11 W 1=2.I − Q21.I − QC11Q11/QT21/W 1=2
RCQC11 RC.I − QC11Q11/QT21W 1=2
.RCQC11/T
.RC.I − QC11Q11/QT21W 1=2/T
−RC.I − QC11Q11/RCT
1CA : (4.5)
Then, from the identities
RRC D I; QT21Q21 D I − QT11Q11;
QT21Q21.I − QC11Q11/ D I − QC11Q11;
we have from (1.5) and (4.5), and the symmetry of T and Y that
T Y D
0@Q11QC11 I
RCR
1A D .T Y /T D YT D .YT /T: (4.6)
Furthermore, it is easy to show that
T YT D .T Y /T D T and YT Y D Y .T Y / D Y: (4.7)
Therefore, Y satisfies all the four conditions as the unique Moore–Penrose pseudo-
inverse of T [3], and so Y D T C. By comparing the forms of Y in (4.4) and of T C
in (1.6), we see that
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RCQC11 D LCW 1=2K
and
RC.I − QC11Q11/QT21W 1=2 D .W 1=2KP/CW 1=2: 
From Theorem 4.1, we see that xWLSE can be evaluated by using the QR de-
composition. Well-known algorithms to perform these decompositions involve the
Householder QR, Givens QR and modified Gram-Schmidt QR, see e.g., [5,16,21,40].
To clarify, in the remaining discussion of this section, we only discuss the column
pivoting Householder QR decomposition.
We now propose an algorithm to compute xWLSE using the column pivoting
Householder QR factorization.
We adopt, Algorithm 5.2.1 in [16] to form a Householder vector to eliminate the
j C 1th through mth entries of given vector c.1 V m/.
Algorithm 4.1. Given L;K;W D diag.w1; : : : ; wm2/, h and g. Choose tolerance
.
Step 1. Form A.1 V m; 1 V n/ and b.1 V m/ and set
A.1 V m1; V/ D L; b.1 V m1/ D h:
Compute the column pivoting Householder QR decomposition of A.1 V m1;:):
A.1 V m1; V/ VD QTA.1 V m1; V/PL D
0@R.0/11 R.0/12
0 R.0/22
1A p
m1 − p;
b.1 V m1/ VD QTb.1 V m1/
in which Q is the product of p Householder matrices, R.0/11 is the upper-triangular
satisfying j.R.0/11 /11j >    > j.R.0/11 /ppj >  and k.R.0/22 /jk 6  for j D 1; : : : ;
n − p.
Step 2. Set A.p C 1 V p C m2; V/ D W 1=2KPL and b.p C 1 V p C m2/ D W 1=2g.
Evaluate parameters  and :
 D max.kA.p C 1 V p C m2; 1/k; : : : ; kA.p C 1 V p C m2; n/k/;
and choose u <  6 jA.p; p/j= (4.8)
with u the machine roundoff unit. Set A.p C 1 V p C m2; V/ VD A.p C 1 V
p C m2; V/ and b.p C 1 V p C m2/ VD b.p C 1 V p C m2/.
Step 3. Compute the Householder QR decomposition of A.1 V p C m2; V/
A.1 V p C m2; V/ VD H TA.1 V p C m2; V/ D
0@R.1/11 R.1/12
0 R.1/22
1A p
m1 − p;
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where H is the product of p Householder matrices. Compute the pivoting House-
holder QR decomposition of A.p C 1 V p C m2; p C 1 V n/ (using row interchange):
A.p C 1 V p C m2; p C 1 V n/
VD P TA.p C 1 V p C m2; p C 1 V n/PK
D
 
R
.2/
22 R
.2/
23
0 R.2/33
!
r − p
m2 − r C p;
where P is the product of r − p Householder matrices, R.2/22 is the upper-triangular
satisfying
j.R.2/22 /11j >    > j.R.2/22 /r−p;r−pj > 
and
k.R.2/33 /jk 6  for j D 1; : : : ; n − r:
Step 4. Evaluate y VD QT21g. Form Q11.
Step 5. Set b.1 V p/ D b.1 V p/ − Q11y.1 V r/. Evaluate the row householder QR:
QT11 D OQ OR.
Step 6. Set b.1 V p/ VD OR−Tb.1 V p/ and y.1 V r/ D y.1 V r/ C OQb.1 V p/.
Step 7. Evaluate xWLSE. Denote
R D
 
R
.1/
11 R
.1/
12 R
.1/
13
0 R.2/22 R
.2/
23
!
if r D n then
x D R−1y.1 V r/;
xWLSE D PLdiag.Ip;PK/x;
else
evaluate the Householder QR of RT D NQ NR with NQT NQ D Ir ;
x D NR−T y.1 V r/;
xWLSE D PLdiag.Ip;PK/ NQx;
end
The following remarks are in order.
Remark 4.1 (Explanation of Algorithm 4:1). In Step 1, we just change the con-
strained linear system to an equivalent full row rank linear system and detect the
numerical rank of L.
In Step 3, we compute the Householder QR of A. As pointed by Powell and Reid
[25] and Cox and Higham [41], when some rows of W 1=2K are of large-scaling, one
needs to use column pivoting with row interchange to keep numerical stability. This
strategy was used by Barlow [1] and Barlow and Handy [2] for computing xWLSE by
the method of weighting.
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In Step 4, we evaluate QT21g and Q11, where
Q D
 
Q11 Q12
Q21 Q22
!
is defined in (4.1) and (4.2). Notice
Q D H1    Hp
 
Ip 0
0 P1   Pr−p
!
;
where Hj and Pj are Householder matrices. Therefore,
Q11 D H.1/1    Hp
 
Ip 0
0 P1    Pr−p
! 
Ir
0
!
;
Q21 D H.2/1    Hp
 
Ip 0
0 P1    Pr−p
! 
Ir
0
!
;
where H.1/1 and H
.2/
1 are, respectively, the first p and last m2 rows of H1. We do not
need to explicitly form Q21, and only need an extra p  r array to store Q11. The
remaining of the algorithm is easily understood.
Remark 4.2 (Computational flops). We only count multiplications, divisions and
square roots. The main computational flops are in Steps 1–3 of the Householder QR
of A with computational flops
 2r
3
3
− r2.n C m2/ C 2rnm2 − p2m1 C 2pm1n:
Compared to the method of weighting, Algorithm 4.1 needs about
pTm2.2r − p/ − .r − p/2U C rp
2
2
− p
3
6
extra more computational flops for the explicit form Q11 and the QR decomposition
of Q11.
Remark 4.3. Björck [5, p. 169] conjectures that there is no need to perform row piv-
oting in Householder QR. Instead, if the rows are sorted after decreasing row norm
before the factorization (row sorting), then the computational results will have the
same order of accuracy as row pivoting. Cox and Higham [41] then show that with
row sorting or row pivoting, the roundoff error would be small, and so they claim
that Björk’s conjecture is true. When we apply row sorting and column pivoting
Householder QR to evaluate the solution xWLSE in (4.3), as proposed in the following
Algorithm 4.2, we find that for reasonable sizes of  and W the row sorting method
is indeed stable; however, for some extreme values of , the row sorting method
exhibits numerical instability, see the computational experiments in the next section.
We do not fully understand this phenomenon yet.
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Algorithm 4.2. Given L;K;W D diag.w1; : : : ; wm2/, h and g. Choose tolerance
.
Step 1. Sort the row norm of L and make row interchange of L and h such that
kL.1; V/k >    kL.m1; V/k:
Sort the row norm of W 1=2K and make row interchange of W 1=2K and W 1=2g, such
that
kW 1=2K.1; V/k >    kW 1=2K.m2; V/k:
Choose a parameter  such that u <  6 kL.m1; V/k=kW 1=2K.1; V/k. Set
A.1 V m1; V/ D L; A.m1 C 1 V m; V/ D W 1=2K;
b.1 V m1/ D h; b.m1 C 1 V m/ D W 1=2g:
Step 2. Compute the Householder QR decomposition of A:
A VD QTAP D

R11 R12
0 R22

r
m − r;
where Q is the product of r Householder matrices, R11 is the upper-triangular satis-
fying
j.R11/11j >    > j.R11/r;r j > 
and
k.R22/jk 6  for j D 1; : : : ; n − r:
Step 3. Evaluate y VD QT21g. Form Q11.
Step 4. Set b.1 V m1/ D b.1 V m1/ − Q11y.1 V r/. Evaluate the row Householder
QR: QT11 D OQ OR.
If rank Q11 D p D m1, then
set b.1 V p/ VD OR−Tb.1 V p/ and y.1 V r/ D y.1 V r/ C OQb.1 V p/
else, compute the QR of ORT: ORT D QU QR,
set b.1 V p/ VD QR−1 QUTb.1 V m1/ and y.1 V r/ D y.1 V r/ C OQb.1 V p/.
Step 5. Evaluate xWLSE. Denote R D .R11; R12/
if r D n then
x D R−1y.1 V r/;
xWLSE D Px;
else
evaluate the Householder QR of RT D NQ NR with NQT NQ D Ir ;
x D NR−Ty.1 V r/;
xWLSE D P NQx;
end
Algorithm 4.2 is easy to understand, so we omit the discussion.
We now study a backward roundoff error analysis of Algorithm 4.1. Column
Pivoting QR decomposition has been extensively studied [5–8,16,20,21,25,40,41].
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The authors of [5,21] study the QR decomposition for a rank deficient matrix, but
detailed analysis of the QR decomposition of a rank deficient matrix is not available.
So, we just consider the case p D m1 and r D n. By using the ideas of Powell and
Reid [25], Wilkinson [40] and Cox and Higham [41], the following result can be
shown by adopting the same strategy used in [1,2].
Theorem 4.2. Let L 2 Rm1n; K 2 Rm2n; W D diag.w1; : : : ; wm2/ > 0; h 2
Rm1 and g 2 Rm2 be given satisfying p D m1 and r D n. Then, the computed xWLSE
by using Algorithm 4:1 is the WLSE solution of the following WLSE problem:
min
x2S kW
1=2..K C K/x − .g C g//k
with S D fx 2 Rn V .L C L/x D h C hg; (4.9)
in which
kLkF 6 L1u C O.u2/; kKkF 6 KcK1u C O.u2/;
khk 6 hu C O.u2/; kgk 6 gcgu C O.u2/; (4.10)
where u is the roundoff unit, L; K; h and g are constants of moderate size only
depending on m D m1 C m2 and n;
1 D
∥∥∥∥ LW 1=2K
∥∥∥∥ ;
and cK; cg are the functions of L and W 1=2K . Therefore; for the computed WLSE
solution; by applying Theorem 3:1; we have the following estimate:
kxWLSEk6kbACk..h C gcg/kbk C .L C Kck/1kxWLSEk/u
C Tk.W 1=2KP/CW 1=2k C .Kck
C LkKLCk/1kWkk.W 1=2KP/Ck2Ukbku C O.u2/: (4.11)
5. Numerical examples
In this section, we will provide some numerical examples to compare several
methods for evaluating xWLSE. The computations were performed using MATLAB
software with the roundoff unit u  10−16. We choose different weight matrices W
and parameters  such that we, in fact, evaluate xWLSE of the following problem:
min
x2S kW
1=2.Kx − g/k with S D

x V kLx − hk D min
y2Cn kLy − hk

;
by correctly determining the ranks of L and A. We evaluate xWLE using the following
method:
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1. The null space method (1.7) (method 1).
2. Algorithm 4.1 (method 2).
3. The method of weighting (1.8) (method 3).
4. The SVD method (1.10) (method 4), where we use the MATLAB subroutine
‘svd’.
5. Algorithm 4.2 (method 5).
Example 5.1.
L D
0@1 2 4 21 3 2 5
1 1 6 −1
1A ; K D 6 8 0 44 3 −6 3

;
h D
0@ 11−6
28
1A ; g D 1522

:
Then, m1 D 3, m2 D 2, n D 4, rank.L/ D p D 2 and rank.A/ D r D 3. Let
W2 D

w1 0
0 1

:
Then,
xWLSE D 14500
0BB@
12 936
8017
14 414
−18 563
1CCAC 175.w1 C 1/
0BB@
84
73
−34
−47
1CCA :
We take w1 D 1; 108; 1016.
When w1 D 1,  in (4.8) should satisfy  6 1. We take  D 1; 10−4 and 10−8
(see Table 1).
When w1 D 108,  in (4.8) should satisfy  6 10−4. We take  D 10−4 and 10−8
(see Table 2).
When w1 D 1016,  in (4.8) should satisfy  6 10−8. We take  D 10−8 (see
Table 3).
Table 1
w1 D 1
Method  D 1  D 10−4  D 10−8
1 9.9e − 16 9.9e − 16 9.9e − 16
2 3.7e − 15 1.2e − 15 4.1e − 15
3 6.5e − 01 1.2e − 08 4.1e − 15
4 4.5e − 15 1.1e − 12 3.1e − 08
5 2.0e − 15 1.9e − 15 5.4e C 00
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Table 2
w1 D 108
Method  D 10−4  D 10−8
1 1.5e − 15 1.5e − 15
2 3.0e − 15 4.3e − 15
3 3.4e − 08 4.5e − 15
4 3.4e − 15 7.9e − 12
5 1.4e − 15 2.9e − 15
Table 3
w1 D 1016
Method  D 10−8
1 1.3e − 15
2 1.5e − 15
3 3.8e − 15
4 1.4e − 15
5 3.6e − 15
Example 5.2.
L D
0B@1 2 4 2 61 3 2 5 −5
1 1 6 −1 17
1CA ; K D
0B@1 1 1 1 11 −1 0 −3 7
9 −5 7 −6 1
1CA ;
h D
0B@ 23−16
62
1CA ; g D
0B@ 241
51
1CA :
Then, m1 D m2 D 3, n D 5, rank.L/ D p D 2 and rank.A/ D r D 4. Let
W2 D
0B@w1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
1CA :
We take w1 D 1; 108; 1016. When w1 D 1;  in (4.8) should satisfy  6 1. We take
 D 1; 10−4 and 10−8 (see Table 4).
When w1 D 108,  in (4.8) should satisfy  6 10−4. We take  D 10−4 and 10−8
(see Table 5).
When w1 D 1016,  in (4.8) should satisfy  6 10−8. We take  D 10−8 (see
Table 6).
The following remarks are in order.
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Table 4
w1 D 1
Method  D 1  D 10−4  D 10−8
1 5.1e − 15 2.5e − 14 1.0e − 14
2 9.9e − 15 1.2e − 14 1.5e − 14
3 9.2e − 01 1.1e − 08 2.4e − 14
4 3.5e − 15 3.3e − 11 6.3e − 09
5 1.9e − 15 1.3e − 14 8.6e C 00
Table 5
w1 D 108
Method  D 10−4  D 10−8
1 2.9e − 15 3.5e − 15
2 3.6e − 15 3.3e − 15
3 2.0e − 07 1.8e − 15
4 2.2e − 15 1.9e − 10
5 2.4e − 15 2.7e − 15
Table 6
w1 D 1016
Method  D 10−8
1 4.0e − 15
2 6.9e − 15
3 1.4e − 15
4 1.7e − 14
5 2.8e − 15
Remark 5.1. From the above examples, we see that for all chosen values parameter
 satisfying (4.8), the null space method and Algorithm 4.1 provide the same order of
good results. The method of weighting provides the same order of good results only
if  6 u1=2. The SVD method provides the same order of accurate solutions only in
some cases. As the subroutine ‘svd’ uses the two sides of QR decompositions and it
does not use column pivoting with row interchange, some results of the above exam-
ples applying method 4 exhibit large roundoff errors, even when all other methods
provide good results. Algorithm 4.2 uses row sorting strategy, for reasonable sizes
of  and w1 the results are accurate, but for some extreme values of  the method
exhibits numerical instability.
Remark 5.2. When w1  1 and  6 w−1=21 , the null space method, Algorithm 4.1,
and the method of weighting (when  6 10−8) all provide the same order accurate
results. Notice that in this case kWkk.W 1=2KP/Ck2  1 and the estimates using
(3.4) are overestimates. In this case, we need to use an alternative method as in [39].
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6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have obtained some new properties of the WLSE problem.
Based on an equivalent unconstrained least squares problem we derived perturbation
bounds of the WLSE solutions. We deduced some equivalent formulae for the projec-
tors of this unconstrained LS problem. We also propose a new algorithm to compute
xWLSE by using the QR decompositions of corresponding matrices, and a discussion
on the algorithm is provided. Numerical examples are provided to compare several
methods. It turns out that when p < m1 and r < n, the null space method, Algorithm
4.1 and the method of weighting are all stable with a good choice of the parameter
.
These results can also be used to further analyze the stability and convergence
properties of constrained optimization problems.
If we remove the constraints Lx D h in (1.1), we then obtain the ordinary weight-
ed least squares (WLS) problem
min
x2Cn kW
1=2.Kx − g/k: (6.1)
So, in the discussions of the previous sections, let L D 0 and h D 0. Then P D In,
and the WLSE problem deflates to the WLS problem and all the results in Sections
1–4 apply to the WLS problem.
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